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ABSTRACT
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS COMPATIBLE WITH THE 
GENERALIZED SYMMETRIES
T. Burak Gürel 
M.S. in Mathematics 
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Metin Gürses 
April 1995
In this work evolution type integrable equations and systems are consid­
ered. An efficient method is given to construct their boundary conditions and 
hence boundary value problems which are compatible with the generalized 
symmetries. This method is applied to some well-known nonlinear partial 
differential equations.
K eyw ords : Integrability, symmetry, generalized symmetry, recursion 
operator, boundary conditions compatible with symmetries.
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ÖZET
GENEL SİMETRİLERLE UYUMLU SINIR DEĞER
ŞARTLARI
T. Burak Gürel 
Matematik Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Metin Gürses 
Nisan 1995
Bu çalışmada entegre edilebilir lineer olmayan diferansiyel denklemler ve 
sistemler ele alındı. Bu denklemlerin genel simetrileriyle uyumlu sınır değer 
şartları ve sınır değer problemlerinin oluşturulması için verimli ve algoritmik 
bir yöntem geliştirildi. Bu yöntem bazı, çok iyi bilinen, entegre edilebilir 
diferansiyel denklemlere uygulandı.
Anahtar K elim eler : Entegre edilebilirlik, simetri, genel simetri, 
rekörşın operatörü, simetrilerle uyumlu sınır şartları.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this work, [1], we developed a method to construct the boundary value 
problems of the form
XLi y(t/, ZÍ1, 1 ( 1.1)
p(u,zii,U2, ...,zin-i) =  0 at X =  Xo (1.2)
completely compatible with the integrablility property of equation (1.1). 
Here u — u(x,t), Ut = duldt, Ui =  d'^ujdx  ^ and /  is a scalar or vector 
field. It is well-known [2], [14] that for some classes of completely integrable 
nonlinear evolution equations (1.1), there exist boundary conditions of the 
form (1.2) compatible with the inverse scattering transform or any other at­
tribute of integrability. The following remarks can be extended to the vector 
field case of / ,  see chapter 4.
Let the equation
Ut — ^1) ···) ^m) ) (1.3)
where Ut =  d u fd r, for a fixed value of m, be a symmetry of the equation 
(1.1). Now introducing new dynamical variables v = (zi,Ui,zt2, ···, w„_i) we 
can pass to a system of 77-equations. All higher .r-derivatives of u can be 
determined from the original equation (1.1) in terms of the new dynamical 
variables and their ^derivatives. So the symmetry (1.3) takes the form
Vr = G (v,V í,v„,...,V ít„.í) . (1.4)
We call the boundary value problem defined by equations (1.1) and (1.2) 
as compatible with the .symmetry (1.3) if the constraint p (v) =  0 (or the
constraints p" = 0_ ,Of =  1,2, N is the number of the constraints), is
consistent with the r-evolution
d p
—  =  0 , (mod p = 0)
O T
(1.5)
Equation (1.5), by virtue of the equations in (1.4) must be automatically 
satisfied. In fact (1.5) means that the constraint p =  0 defines an invariant 
surface in the manifold with local coordinates v, or a compatible boundary 
condition with (1.4).
We call the boundary condition (1.2) as compatible with the equation
(1.1) if it is compatible with at least one of its higher symmetries. Here 
comes our main observation saying that if a boundary condition is compatible 
with one higher symmetry then it is compatible with an infinite number of 
symmetries, not necessarily with all of them. For example for the Burgers 
equation the boundary condition is compatible with the even order time- 
independent symmetries. Also note that, all known boundary conditions of 
the form (1.2) consistent with the inverse scattering method are compatible 
with an infinite series of generalized (higher) symmetries.
In this work, we deal with the boundary conditions of the form given in
(1.2) . We propose a method to construct such boundary conditions com­
patible with the time-independent generalized local symmetries of integrable 
nonlinear partial differential equations. We give several examples, containing 
the Burgers, Korteweg de Vries equations and some systems like nonlinear 
Schrödinger, Boussinesq. An effective investigation of boundary conditions 
involving an explicit ¿-dependence is essentially more complicated. Such a 
problem has been studied in [15].
Chapter 2
Symmetries and Integrability
Here in this chapter we give some definitions, related to our interest, on 
symmetries and integrability. For interested readers we refer [9], [6].
2.1 Lie and Generalized Symmetries
We will deal with the evolutionary type partial differential equations in 
1 +  1 i-e. independent variables are .r,i. Consider a system of evolution 
equations
( 2 . 1)
where corresponds to the .r-derivatives of u'' up to the order Ui, contain­
ing u‘' itself; yv such that I < i' < q. The above system (2.1) is exactly 
determined since we will deal with them, but it can be, of course, over or 
under determined, [9]. We can repre,sent (2.1) in a more compact and short 
form as the following
“Г = ЫКА ■ (2.2)
We will assume the functions cpa to be enough differentiable and defined on 
a smooth manifold M. Va. Now we can give the definition of an important 
concept; the Frechet derivative.
D efinition 2.1 The Frechet derivative of the ftmction
= к  -  =  0 (2.3)
in  the d ire c t io n  o f  the vecto r  v  - ( v ‘ , v'J), denoted by V’a . ( v )  is
V'a,(v) =  +  e y")(, (•{i*' +  e
where e is a real parameter.
E xam ple Consider the Korteweg de Vries equation
Ilf — "f" .
Here q = 1 , Ui = 3  and
e =  0
V’[Ui, U3] = Ut -  Uxxx -  6uux =  0 .
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
First of all we shall perform the transformation u u + ev according to the 
definition. Now write (2.6) for the new variable u + ev
V>[(u + eu)(, (ii +  eu)3] =  (ti +  eu)t -  (u + -
6(u + eu)(u + e v ) x  = 0 ! (2.7)
Differentiating (2.7) with respect to e and putting e =  0 we get
^ .(v) — Vt -  Vxxx — 6vux -  dllVx =  0 (2.8)
which is the Frechet derivative of (2.5) in direction of v. It should be observed 
that (2.8) is a linear equation for v.
This is true generally also, i.e. (2.4) is an evolution type linear partial 
differential equation for each u", a =  1,2,
Another important concept is the symmetry of partial differential equa­
tions which is generally defined by, [6] :
D efinition 2.2 A vector valued function a =  (cr\(t ,^ ..., a'^ ) is a symmetry 
of (2 .1 ) if and only if it satisfies the differential equations
Q
(2.9)
modulo the original equation (2 .1 ), for all ex = 1,2,
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Exam ple Again consider the Korteweg de Vries (KdV) equation (2.5).
Uj — Id" (2 .10)
is a symmetry of KdV since it satisfies (2.8). This symmetry comes from the 
Galilean invariance of the KdV. In fact KdV has three more invariances i.e. 
^-translation, t-translation, and scaling. These four symmetries of KdV have 
orders less than or equal to the order of the original equation (2.5).
Let us consider another symmetry of KdV
U t ------- '^^ XXXXX T  1 0 U W a ; ^ ' j ;  “ j “  “ f -  *3 0 ' i /  XL ^ (2.U)
which has order greater than the order of KdV. This symmetry does not 
come from any invariance of the equation.
D efinition 2.3 The symmetries coming from the invariances of the differ­
ential eqxiation are called the Lie or classical symmetries. The symmetries 
which do not come from any invariance of the equation are called the gener­
alized or higher symmetries.
The Lie symmetries have x-derivative order less than or equal to the x- 
derivative order of the original equation. Using this definition we can say 
that (2.10) is a Lie symmetry of KdV, and (2.11) is a generalized symmetry 
of KdV.
2.2 Integrability in 1 +  1
There are many definitions of integrability and an integrable equation, 
but the most practical and useful one is the following, [6] :
Definition 2.4 An equation is said to be integrable if it possesses infinitely 
many time-independent higher symmetries.
Taking into account that there exists an algorithmic way of finding sym­
metries, it follows that the above definition can lead to a simple test for 
integrability, provided the following conjecture is \-alid, [6].
C onjecture 2.5 If a system of equations possesses at least one time- 
independent higher symmetry, then it possesses infinitely many.
The above conjecture holds for all known integrable equations. One easy way 
of determining whether a given equation possesses infinitely many symme­
tries, is the existence of a recursion operator.
Definition 2.6 .4 recursion operator is an integro-differential operator 
which sends symmetries to symmetries, i.e. if R is a recursion operator 
and Ut„ is a symmetry then R ut„ =  Wt„+i is the next symmetry.
It can be obviously seen that if an equation admits a Lie symmetry and a 
recursion operator then we can generate infinitely many higher symmetries. 
Besides these some of the Lie symmetries can be generated from the other 
Lie symmetries by applying the recursion operator.
E xam ple For the KdV equation the recursion operator is
R — iff -j- Au -j- ‘luxD -1 (2.12)
where D is total a:-derivative. The Lie symmetries of KdV corresponding to 
the x-translation invariance and the t-translation invariance are respectively 
Ux and ut. Here the interesting observation is Rux = Ut, i.e. ut is generated 
from Ux by using the KdV itself. The first time-independent higher symmetry 
(2.11) of KdV is, in fact, equal to Rf U x . Continuing this process or by 
showing generally that R" Ux satisfies (2.8) for any n, we can prove that 
KdV admits infinitely many higher symmetries, hence it is an integrable 
equation.
Chapter 3
Integrable Boundary Value Problems
It is now a well-known fact that the nonlinear partial differential equations 
integrable by the inverse scattering technique have infinitely many symme­
tries. Hence we expect that the boundary conditions consistent with the 
inverse scattering method must be compatible with these symmetries of the 
partial diffei'ential equations. Here in this chapter our aim is. to propose a 
method to construct such boundary conditions for integrable equations.
3.1 Boundary Conditions Compatible with 
Symmetries
In the sequel we suppose that equation (1.1) admits a recursion operator 
of the form, [4], [7]
R = f^ociD^ + a_2. , ñ > 0 , -^1 > 0 (3.1)
t =0  1=0
where a,·, a - i , ,  a _ 2; are functions of the dynamical variables, D is the to­
tal derivative with respect to x. Passing to the new dynamical variables 
V, Vi, Vii,... we can obtain, by using (3.1), the recursion operator of the sys­
tem of equations (1.4) takes the form:
M  K
R = ¿a,(¿}i)' + X:a_i..(c>i)-' a_2, , A/ > 0 , /v > 0 (3 .2)
1=0 1=0
I
where the coefficient matrices a,, a_i, and a_2, depend on v and on a fi­
nite number of its t-derivatives, di is the operator of total derivative with 
respect to If (1.1) is a scalar equation, R is a scalar operator, then R  is an 
n X n matrix valued operator. To find boundary conditions compatible with 
a higher symmetry = R"° \t of the equation (1.4), we need the coefficient 
matrix bjsf in the expression
R"° =bN(c>i)'" +  bN-i((9,)\yv-l + ... (3.3)
to be a scalar multiple of the identity matrix. If bN i« not so, the impossibility 
of finding consistent boundary conditions is shown in the section .3.2 for a 
special case. The rest of this work depends highly on the following theorem:
T h eorem  3.1 Suppose p (v ) =  0 zs « constraint of rankn — l for the equation 
(1 .4), o,nd R  be the recursion operator (3.2). Assume that p (v) =  0 is 
compatible with a higher symmetry Wj — R'^“ v<. Then it is compatible with 
Vr =  / f (R " ° )v / where H is a scalar polynomial with constant coefficients.
P r o o f  Introduce new variables lu* = p\ Vz < n — 1 and zc” =  for a 
fixed jo such that 1 < io < n, where p', z <  n — 1, are coordinates of the 
vector p. So we have w,. =  R"° in the new variables and R  =  A R A “  ^
where A is the Jacobian matrix of the transformation v  —^ w. Notice that 
under this change of \-ariables the constraint p (v) =  0 turns into tu' =  0 for 
i =  1, 2,..., n — 1. Imposing this constraint reduces the equation = R"° w< 
to the form:
0
0
/ T) no P «0 p  no \*^ 1,1 ··· -^l.n-l
Rnon-1,1 ·
>no
■D ^ 0 "R ^ 0'· l,n—1 l,n
■ K n - l  R n?„ /
/ 0 \ 
0
\Wt/
Here the condition R"° = 0 V;, y =  1,2,..., zr -  1 must hold. Really, letting 
R "“„ ^  0 for some j  < zz -  1, the equation R"_  ^za" = 0 gives a connection 
between the variables which are supposed to be independent. So
the nonlocal operator R"® is of the following form :
^1,1 0
¿no 0
fyno ¿no R"°
Its any power is also in the same form; it can be shown by using the equations
n—1
X : r ”; o = o v . =
i=l
since R"° contains integral operators also. We conclude that the boundary 
condition p (v ) =  0 is compatible with the equation =  //^(R"®) w ,^ where 
H =  H{z) is any scalar polynomial of with constant coefficients. But 
this is equivalent to the compatibility of the constraint with the equation
Vr =  □
3.2 Boundary Value Problem for the Burgers 
Equation and Its Uniqueness
For illustration let us give the Burgers equation in a detailed way. It is
— X^X + 2uUx (3*4)
which possesses the recursion operator
R = D u Ux D  ^ , (3*5)
[8]. The simplest symmetry of this equation is Uj = u^ . In terms of the new 
dynamical variables u,Ux this symmetry takes the form
Ur =
lllr = Ut — 2 uu\
(3.6)
where =  d’^ ufdx". This equation does not admit an}· invariant surface of
the form p{u, rii) = 0. Differentiating this constraint with respect to r we get
dp dp ,
7p ui + —  {ut -  2uui) - 0 .UU Ulli (3.7)
Since and Ut are independent, we can equate their coefficients to zero,
dp _  dp 
du du\ =  0 . (3.8)
This implies p = constant which is a trivial solution. As a conclusion we 
don’t have any invariant surface in (w, Ui)-plane. The third order symmetry 
Ur =  U:cxx + +  3(4 + Ux of (3.4), rewritten in terms of the new
variables (n,ui) gives the following system of two equations
U t =  U lt  +  UUt  +  { u ^  +  n i ) w i
WlT =  Utt — UU\t -\· { o ?  +  U \)u t — 2 u u i { l i^  U i)
(3.9)
which also does not possess any invariant surface of the form p(u, ui) =  0. It 
may easily be proved that the same argument holds for every symmetry of 
odd order of (3.4), i.e. Ur =  W2m+i +  h(u2m, ···,«), because the correspondent 
system of equations has different orders in the highest ^derivatives
Ut — d ” ' III T  ··· » — d^^^ ii T  ■·■ (3.10)
But unlike the symmetries of odd order, for the symmetries of even order 
the correspondent system of equations has the same orders in the highest 
t-derivatives. This leads us to show that the symmetries of even order admit 
an invariant surface p{u, ?ii) =  0, depending upon two arbitrary parameters.
P roposition  3.2 If the boundary condition p{u,iLi) =  0 is compatible with 
an even order higher symmetry of the Burgers equation, then it is of the form 
c{ui +  u )^ +  C\U +  C2 =  0 and is compatible loith every symmetry of the form 
Ut =  P{B?)ut where P denotes any polynomial with, constant coefficients.
P r o o f  The Frechet deri\'ative of (3.4) gives us the symmetry equation of the 
Burgers equation
d ,a  =  ( D ^ +  2 u D +  2 w ) a  (3.11)
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where w  = U\.  Since the operators are acting on the symmetries in (3.11), 
we may take
= d ^ {D  + 2u) (.3.12)
in the recursion operator (3.-5). After this substitution the recursion formula 
=  R ut, becomes
Wt,+i =  (tí + '2ıüд^   ^u) Ur, +  (1 + wд^  ^}wn . (3.13)
Differentiating this ecjuation with respect to x and replacing Wj; =  U2 =  
Ut — 2uw we can easily get
w +^1 =  [^t  + ~  ^w] Ur,  + [ - U  +  (ut -  2uw)д  ^ lUr, (3.14)
for i =  1,2,... . Hence our new recursion operator R  is in the 2 x 2  matrix 
form as we proposed before
u 2 w dt  ^u
R  =
I -\-w dt ^
dt +  2 (tit — 2 uw)dt  ^ t< —u + {ut — 2 uw) d^- 1
(3.15)
To apply the algorithm we shall square the recursion operator R  given in the 
equation (3.15) so that the coefficient matrix of highest order dt becomes the 
identity matrix. In fact we have
R^ = Ic>t +
+ w + 2utdt  ^u Ut d~t
2ut + 2iut u u^  + w + lUt
where I is the 2 x 2  identity matrix. So the constraint p{u^  lu) describes an 
invariant surface for the following system
u 
w.
= R^
u
w
(3.16)
which is exactly the coupled Burgers type integrable system, [9]
Ur = »(( +  ‘2{w + ll^ ) lit
Wr - wtt + '2u] + 2{w +  u'^ ) Wt
(3 .17)
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It is straightforward to show that the above system (3.17) is compatible with 
the constraint p{u, w) =  0 only if p = tn + + Ciu + C2 or u = constant. □
Now we will show the uniqueness of the boundary condition p = w-\-v? -\- 
Ci'U + C2 by proving and using a new property of the Burgers hierarchy. We 
have the following proposition :
Proposition  3.3 The function u(x,t,Tn), > 1 satisfies infinitely many 
Burgers like equations
= —2v,T^  D  ^Ur, (3.18)
for all i =  —1,0,1,2,... . The Burgers equation, itself, corresponds to i =  —1, 
(r_i =  X and To = t). All for z > — 1 correspond to higher symmetries.
It is very straightforward to determine the even numbered symmetries of the 
Burgers equation from (3.18) recursively. Here the interesting observation 
is the equation (3.18). According to it w satisfies the Burgers like equations 
with respect to the variables (r,-,T2i+2) for all i =  —1,CI, 1,2,... .
P ro o f  The proof of this proposition depends crucially on the definition of 
the higher symmetries of the Burgers equation. We define them through the 
relation
=  /i“+‘ u. (3.19)
where R is the recursion operator given in the equation (3.5) and n > — 1. 
Equation (3.19) is equivalent to the equation
Ur„ — Rur„_^ (3.20)
To prove (3.18) we will use induction.
For m = — 1 (3.18) turns out to be the Burgers equation obviously. So assume 
it holds for m = k and show holds also for m = k + I i.e. show that the 
equation
(3.21)
holds under the assumption. To perform this first of all we need to calculate 
and ihik+t ill iPi’iiis of and rc.spectively. By using (3.20)
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we get
d(Rur^)
dTk+i
where R is the recursion operator. Then writing R explicitely and taking the 
partial derivative
IL
'^n+in + i ~ (‘^ '-rk+i +  T) )Urf. R —dtk
can easily be derived. Applying the same argument up to transforming all
•fir^ j^’s to Ur^ '^s we conclude that
U-,^Tfc+i'Tfc+i —R Ur^ Tk D [(Rut^ ){D '^‘■‘■Tk)] R[D {uTf.D ^tir*)]· (3.22)
Again by virtue of (3.20)
(3.23)*^T'2fc+4 — R ’^ r2k+2
is satisfied trivially. Now we can subtract Ur^ k^  ^ from Ur^ ^^ Tk+i to prove the 
claim. But when we make this subtraction with the help of (3.22) and (3.23) 
and then use the assumption of induction, saying that the relation holds for 
m = k, it is straightforward to reach the desired result. □
Now by letting the most general boundary conditions p =  f{u,Ux) =  0 
at X = xq and taking r, and T2i+2 derivatives for z > 0 of /  and using the 
equation (3.18) we obtain
fL / . .  + -  2/1 -  2/„ /„, /.. , = 0 . (3.24)
Making a change of variables u =  ;ri and Ux +  +  ciu +  C2 =  X2 then
equation (3.24) becomes
fn ir,n + Si, /«»J -  2 /„ /x, /x,xj = 0 (3.25)
Assume fx,^  ^  0 and let </ =  / i ,  /  jx ,^ so we get that
9xx =  99x2  ·
13
(3.26)
This simple equation can be solved but we will not follow this way, in fact 
the general solution of (3.26) is  ^ =  p{xi(j + ,i’2). Since ¡{u.u^c) =  0 this , in 
principle, implies that either
a) Ux =  <j){u)
which implies /  — ?/j.. — o{u) at x =  xq. Or
b) ti =  ■0(ui)
which implies f  = u — at a: =  .To·
If we insert corresponding / ’s in (3.24), re.spectively we get
a) (^ " +  2 =  0
implying that + ci?i +  C2 =  0 at a: =  a’o
b ) =  0
implying that u = constant for 0 ' =  0 and a special case of a for ip' /  0. 
Hence we found all possible boundary conditions compatible with symme­
tries.
R em ark On the invariant surface p{u^w) =  0 the system (3.17) turns into 
the Burgers like equation Ur = Uu — 2{ciu 4- C2)ut which is also integrable,
[5].
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Applications to Other Partial Differential 
Equations
Chapter 4
After giving the method and an illustrative example with details, now 
we shall apply this technique to some other nonlinear partial differential 
equations to obtain the compatible boundary conditions.
4.1 The Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation
Our first equation is the following system
Ut =  «2 + 2ii^ v
-vt =  U2 + 2гíu^
(4.1)
which is, under the substitution v —> u* and t —>■ it, equivalent to the well- 
known nonlinear Schrödinger equation, where * is the complex conjugation.
Since we are dealing with a system of two equations, the initial recursion 
operator will be the following 2 x 2  operator matrix
D + 2uD 2uD
—2vD~^v —D — 2vD~^u
(4.2)
with respect to the column vector {ut,VtY , where T is the transposition op­
eration. Our dynamical variables, of course according to the algorithm, are
15
Hereui, t;j denote respectively. Trivially higher derivatives
of u  and V can be represented in terms these dynamical variables and their 
t-derivatives, with the aid of the system (4.1). Now after transforming R 
into t dependent form with respect to the above dynamical variables, we get 
the following 4 x 4  matri.x
R  =
 ^ —2udt
 ^  ^ej
2vd^^vi 
2vidt^vx
1 + 2udi ^ 
2uidT^v 
—2vdt^v 
—2vid^
2udi^u\
2uidt^u\
—2vdi^u\
T] -  2vidr\ii
—2udi^u '' 
—2uidt^u 
T +  2vd^^u
where — 2uv and t] = dt + 2uv. To obtain the coefficient matrix of
the highest power of dt as a scalar multiple of the identity matrix, we shall 
square R , then apply to the column matrix (u,ui,n,ui)^. Then we get a 
system of four equations
Ut = Utt — 2u^ Vt — iuviUi + 2v u\ — 2u  ^ ,
u\t =  ui,tt — 2u^ uit — 2ujui—6u^u^ui —
4 u Ui Ui + 4 u Ui Ui + 4 u ui ,
Vt = —Vtt — 2 Ui + 4 V Ui r»! — 2 It Uj + 2 tt^  ,
Vir = -Ui.ii -  2u^«i,i + 2 uf til + 6ui
4 V til i't + 4 ti til Vt — 4v^ u til
(4.3)
which is supposed to admit a boundary condition of the form tti =  
p^(ti,u), til =  p^{u, v) at X = Xq. Using the fourth order symmetry (4.3) we 
can directly determine the compatible constraints p ‘ ( t i , t ; ) ,  p^{u,v) solving 
some differential equations.
So for nonlinear Schrödinger equation we get the consistent boundary 
conditions to be
lij =  p' =  cu and til =  =  cv at x =  xq
Since the system (4.3) is of the form
(ii, lii. u,ui)^ = R^(ii, iii,u,i>i)f
we have the following corollary to the theorem 3.1:
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(4.4)
(4.5)
C orollary 4.1 The boundary conditions (4 .4) are compatible with the sym­
metries of the form {u ,u i,v ,v i)f where H is any
scalar polynomial with constant coefficients.
The analytical properties of this boundary value problem are studied previ­
ously ([2], [10], [11]) by means of the inverse scattering technique.
R em ark On the invariant surface Ui = cu, vy =  cv the system (4.3) is 
reduced to a system of two equations
Ut =  lift — 2 v f v t  — 2 c ^ v fv  — 2u^v^  ,  
=  vtt — 2v^Ut  +  2c^v^u  - 1-  2v^ii^  .
(4.6)
The integrability of (4.6) is shown in [4]. Under a suitable change of variable 
(4.6) becomes the famous derivative nonlinear Schrödinger equation.
4.2 The Harry-Dym Equation
Among the integrable nonlinear partial differential equations, the Harry- 
Dym equation
Ut -b it^ uz =  0 (4.7)
is of special interest. It is not quasilinear and so its analytical properties are 
not typical. It has the recursion operator
R = u^D^uD-'f , (4.8)
given in [13]. For the Harry-Dym equation, the new dynamical variables are 
u,Ui,U2 but unfortunately passing to this set of variables is not regular since 
«3 =  — ^  has a singular surface given by u =  0 which should be examined 
seperately. The reflection symmetry x —> —x , u —> —u , t ^  t exists in 
the Harry-Dym equation itself and its all higher symmetries so the trivial 
boundary condition ?/(0 .f) =  0 is consistent with the integrability.
The transformed recursion operator R  is given by the matrix
UW +  Ut di  '  ID
R  =
— U'V — III dt  * V +  Ut d (  '  u  \
 ^+ VID +  I'l d, ' w -v'^ — Vt dt ‘ V uv + Vtdt ' u 
\ + rci (9,"'tw  ^— vw — tutd^^v mv + Wt dr'u  /
where v =  ld — xij. .^ and  ^  ^ ~  In this case to have the coefficient
matrix of highest order dt as a scalar multiple of the identity matrix, we 
should cube R. Now we can assume a boundary condition p{xi,v,io) =  0 
compatible with the ninth order symmetry given by
{u,v,io)'^ = R^{u,v,w)J , (4.9)
the expressions of Uj. tv, xDt are very long and so they are not written here 
explicitely.
We shall note that for the constraint p =  0 we have two choices of its 
rank; either one or two. If it is one; we don’t have any regular invariant 
surface. The second choice leads to the invariant surfaces
c^ u
^x|j'=j:o — ? '^ x^x\x=xo — (4.10)
which is compatible with an infinite number of symmetries.
R em ark On the invariant surface (4.10), the ninth order symmetry u^
o 1 3  , 3 uf 3
U t — — Uttt  +  o U t t U t --------- - z U t t U ih  — — — -  +  - U U i t t h  +
u 2 2 t r  2
(4.11)
where h = 2uxi2 — u\, takes the form
3,,2
Ur — —Uttt +
Sxttxitt Sxifu (4.12)
which is equivalent to the Modified Korteweg de Vries equation.
We have the following corollary to the theorem 3.1 for the Harry-Dym equa­
tion;
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C orollary 4.2 Tht boundary condition (4 -10) of (4 .7) is compatible with 
every symmetry of the form iu ,v,w )f = H{R^) {u ,v,iu )f, where H is any 
scalar polynomial with constant coefficients.
4.3 The Korteweg de Vries and the Modified 
Korteweg de Vries Equations
Now we will consider the well-known Korteweg de Vries (KdV) equation. 
It is the following equation
ut — Uj + 6uui
possessing the recursion operator
R — + 4u + 2u\D~  ^ .
This recursion operator R may be represented in the form
(4.13)
(4.14)
4u + 12t’ dt * u
R  = + 12 w di-1
0
—2u
l + 2vdr^ \
2wdf^
V 2u; + 12(u( — 6uv) dt  ^it dt — 2v —2u -f 2(ut — 6uv) dt  ^/
To apply the technique we shall take the cube of R , i.e. we are looking for 
the invariant surface of the system
( u , r , w ) J  =  W ( u , v , u i ) J ' , (4.15)
where v = Ui and w =  «2 which are our new dynamical variables with u 
itself. It is straightforward to determine the boundary condition compatible 
with the symmetries is
=  0, ru =  0 at X = xo
and of course v is any function of t at ;r =  .I’o.
(4.16)
C orollary  4.3 The boundary condition. (4-16) for KdV equation is compat­
ible with all symmetries of the form (u, v,iv)f = I/(R^) (u, v, w )f where H 
is any scalar polynomial with constant coefficients.
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The Modified KdV equation
Ut =  113 +  Gu^ Ui (4-17)
can be handled very similary. Its recursion operator is the following operator
ft =  T -fi Axi\D  ^u . (4.18)
We can write R in the following matrix form with same new dynamical vari­
ables of KdV
4zi^  + 24u dt ^
R =
-Av df ' u
dt -f 24ty dt  ^ ti^ +  4u’ di  ^ w  —2u^ — Azv dt  ^ v 
\ A ^  w +  24(f + Auw dt — Auv — 4<f v
1 + 4u dt^ u 
Aiv df^  u 
- 2 u ^  - f -  4 ^  d t^  u ,
where (  =  ut — 6u^v. Also in the Modified KdV equation we will work with 
R^. Here the consistent boundary conditions turn out to be
i^|x=a:o — ®
and Uxx:\x=xi^  is any function of t.
(4.19)
C orollary  4.4 The consistent boundary conditions (4-19) for the Modified 
KdV equation are compatible with all symmetries of the form {u ,v,io)f =  
/7(R^) {u,v,w)J where H is any scalar polynomial luith constant coefficients.
4.4 The Boussinesq Equation
The Boussinesq equation
_ 1  ,4  2.
—  ^^^XXXX (4.20)
can be converted into an equivalent evolutionary system, [9]
Ut
Vt
- Vr
rt U x x x  -f- U ii J
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(4.21)
This is a very typical system since the orders of the .-r-derivatives of the equa­
tions are not equal. It has two Hamiltonian operators given in [9] which lead 
us to the determine the recursion operator R as the following
R =
•It’ +  2 v i D - 1 T 2tt T  U\D - 1
g-f?* d" ouyD -f- •3u2 T D ' 3u T  tqZ) -1
where Ui and V{ denote corresponding i times .r-derivatives as usual and 
=  |u3 +  yu u i. Defining new dynamical variables u,z,w ,v  such that z = Ui 
and ttt =  «2 we can find the transformed recursion operator R , which is a 
4 x 4  matrix opeartor. It is
R  =
3i’ 8L\u dt 6 / i  + 2u \
(  4- 8Su 3v S dt -|- QL2
V K. 7
8 +  8K -^ z3^ \u +  K 2vtdt  ^ +  81? y
where
T] = 7z( -i- 8{vt -  ^uz)d^^ ti -  8dtz +  5zdt , 
¡j, =  8ut +  2udt — 8dt ti ,
K -  3i’ -1- {vt -  luz)d^7  ^ ,
7 =  4tu -f Sdf -|- 2wtdi  ^ 1 
= out +  2 udt ,
s = df + lw + f  
-1Lr =
L2 =  ,
K = \utdr  ^ ,
- 15 =  1 wdi
In this case the R^ works, i.e. the invariant surface for system 
( u, z. iL\ v)^ =  R^ {z, IV, 3vt -  8uz, U tf (4.22)
will be searched. Here the first symmetry used for the method is different 
from the previous ones since it is the suitable symmetry. The resulting equa­
tions of (4.22) are very long and complicated. We found the compatible
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boundary conditions in the form u — c\,  z =  C2, w =  and v — where 
c,· are arbitrary constants Vi =  1,2,3,4, subject to satisfy some constraints. 
With respect to these constraints we have three distinct boundary conditions
i )  U =  Cl, z =  c-2, -w =  C3 , u =  0 
ii ) u =  Cl, z = 0, tv = 0, V = c,) 
in ) u = Cl, z = c-i, w =  C3 , V — C4, where
(4.23)
^2  _  1 ^ 2 16 '3C4 =  f C2 -  -  |fc3Ci when C4 7  ^ 0 , C2 7  ^ 0 or c,, / 0 , C3 7  ^ 0
Again for the Boussinesq equation we can give following corollary to the 
theorem 3.1:
C orollary  4.5 The boundary conditions (i-23) are compatible with all sym­
metries of the form {ti, z ,w ,v )f  =  H(H^) {z,w,3vt — 8uz,ut)^, where H is 
any scalar polynomial luith constant coefficients.
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Chapter 5
Weak Compatibility for the Burgers 
Equation
The concept of weak compatibility is something different from compabil- 
ity we discussed in the previous chapters. Here we will consider it only for the 
Burgers equation. In this approach we need the generalized symmetries very 
heavily. To this end we give the first five symmetries of the Burgers equation :
uT-I
r^o
Uri --
Ur. =
—
Ui ,
112 +  2uu\ ,
U3 +  3uii2 +  3tij +  Згí^uı ,
U4 +  4tiU3 + 10uiU2 +  6u i^i2 +  12uzij +
U5 +  lOu  ^ + 15uiii3 +  5mi.i +  IStij +  50tn/iti2 
+ 10u^ti2 +  SOu^ ul +  + 10«^ti3 .
(5.1)
i ) Now start from a symmetry of the Burgers equation which is compatible 
with boundary conditions found in chapter 3 :
Ut-2 =  U4 +  4 t/{/3 +  10гíıU2 +  6 ii t^i2 +  I2uu\ + (5.2)
The subscript 2 of r comes from the equation Ur„ = Ur- It can be
converted into the following form by using the Burgers equation itself
Ut2 — Utt +  2(»j- +  u )^ut ■ (5.3)
This is an evolution equation in 2 + 1 ; r2 is the time variable, x and t are 
space variables. Consider a surface x — .tq in the manifold M  on which the
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equation (5.3) is defined. Now write the equation on a: =  xq:
í't2 =  +  2{w +  v‘^ )vt (5.4)
where v =  u\x=xo and w =  The equation (5.4) is in the (i,T2)-space.
i i ) The next step is to make a classification to determine for which w's the 
equation (5.4) is integrable. Classification of the above equation up to some 
transformation is known, [10]. If
W  =  — V  +  C \ V  +  C2 (5.5)
then the equation (5.4) is integrable where C\ and C2 are arbitrary constants. 
Moreover (5.5) is the only choice for integrability. The constraint (5.5) is 
weakly compatible with the equation (5.4). It is an intei'esting observation 
that (5.5) is the same boundary condition with the one we found in chapter 
3 when we were discussing the the compatibility.
If we consider the next even order symmetry Ur^  = Rur  ^ which after us­
ing the original equation, takes the form:
Ut4 =  hut +  ZUitUt +  Slllllt +  3 u i « i t  +
QuiU^Ut +  Suttu^ +  6u^u  -b Sutu“^ . (5.6)
We are looking for the boundary conditions on the surface x = xq, hence 
again by letting = lu and u|o;=ro = v we bring the equation (5.6) into
an equation in 1 -f 1. It is
— h^tt "b Swt'Vt +  Sw^ Vf -b Zivvtt + 
Giiw^ Vt +  ‘iv^vtt +  -b 3tb'u( . (5.7)
We can write (5.7) in the following form in (t,T4)-space 
i’r, =  Vttt T  SSvtt  +  SS^Vt +  SStVt (5.8)
where S = lo + v^ . The problem is to find S "s which make (5.8) integrable. In 
this case we don’t have a classification so we can't immediately determine the 
form of 5. Although we do not have the classification we know an example
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of an integrable equation which is the third order symmetry of the Burgers 
equation
Ut¡ — U3 d" 3uj •3'(¿'ií2 4" 3íí í^í( (5.9)
having a very similar form with (.5.8). Now transform (.5.9) with u Ciq + C2
where ci and C2 are arbitrary constants. Then the equation (5.9) takes the 
form
?r, = 13 + 3(Ci<J + C2>Í2 + 3{ci<·/ + C2f h  + 3ci1¡ (5.10)
which is of the same form with (5.8), but only it is in (a:,ri)- space. Hence 
we conclude that if S = Ciu +  C2 then the equation (5.8) is integrable. More 
explicitely
W =  —V^  +  CiU + C2
is weakly compatible with the symmetry Ujt· This can be done for all even 
order symmetries. We have the following proposition :
P roposition  5.1 The boundary condition w =  —v^  +  Civ +  C2 defined at 
X =  Xq, is weakly compatible with all even order symmetries Ur2„ of the 
Burgers equation.
P ro o f The recursion operator of the Burgers equation is
R = D u + Ux D~^  .
Any even order symmetry can be represented as
Wt2„ =  Ux (5.11)
which is of (fin +  2)"'  ^ order in .r-derivatives. Using the Burgers equation 
itself in (5.11) sufficiently many times, it turns out to be (n +  1)®' order in 
¿-derivatives. We have the following equivalent representations to (5.11) :
Ur2„ =  R^ '" Ut =  (/?")” Ut .2\n (5.12)
It is easily seen that R^  plays a special role in the determination of the even 
order symmetries. Hence let us calculate R^  :
Rf — 1)^  -f- “iux -)- III R * -b 2t< D 
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(5 .13)
where Ut is written from the original equation. From the FVechet derivative 
of the Burgers equation we can see that
= dt — 2u D — 2ux (5.14)
which is valid when acting on the symmetries. Also from section -3.2 we know 
that
D-^ = {D + 2u) .
Inserting (5.14) and (5.15) in the expression of B? we get 
B? =  (9/ +  Ux +  Utdi  ^ (D -{■ 2u) .
(5.15)
(5.16)
Now we wish to write (5.12) on x =  xq. Hence we shall evaluate B^  aX x — xq. 
For this we need to know how D operates on that surface. At x =  xq we 
have the boundary condition p{u,Ux) = Ux + — citi — C2 =  0. Now taking
the Frechet derivative of p we have
' 9  ^ ^
7— <7 +  2 u a  —  C ia  
.o x  !
=  0 (5.17)
X =  Xo
So in the operator language
D + 2u — Cl = 0 (5.18)
at X  =  X o ,  acting on the .symmetry a. Note that (5.18) is valid for any sym­
metry. The equation (5.18) determines how D operates on the symmetries 
at X =  Xq. Subsituting this in (5.16) we get B? at x = .tq
B? = dt + civ -I C2 -f cwt df ^
where v =  u\x=x^ . Now perform a linear transformation
C \ V  +  C 2 =  p
which brings (5.19) into the following form :
B ^  =  d t  p  P i  d f   ^ .
(5.19)
(5.20)
We can immediately observe that (5.20) is of the same form with the original 
recursion operator of the Burgers equation, in {t, T2„)-space. Let B?\x=x^  = B 
and then we have
pT2. =  R'" Pt 
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(5 .21)
which gives the (n +  order symmetries of the new Burgers equation
pT2 = Pit + '2ppt ■ (5.22)
Since the symmetries of the Burgers equation are integrable, its even order 
symmetries are weakly compatible with the boundary condition given in the 
proposition 5.1 . □
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this work we investigated an efficient method to construct the bound­
ary conditions of integrable evolution equations and systems which are con­
sistent with integrability. VVe first proved a theorem which mainly says that 
if a boundary condition is compatible with a generalized symmetry of an in­
tegrable equation then it is compatible with infinitely many generalized sym­
metries. Based on this theorem we gave a method to construct the compat­
ible boundary conditions. We applied this method to some very well-known 
integrable equations and got the compatible boundary conditions with the 
symmetries. To apply the method, a new form of the recursion operators has 
been introduced, which leads us to determine the constraints algoritlimically.
In the last chapter the notion of weak compatibility has been discussed 
only for the Burgers equation as a way to the future works. The compatibility 
of the boundary conditions with an infinite number of symmetries, in the 
weak sense, is not yet shown for all integrable equations.
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